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Abstract
We study in this work the so-called “instantaneous time mirrors” in the context of surface plasmons. The latter are associated with high frequency waves at
the surface of a conducting sheet. Instantaneous time mirrors were introduced in
[3], with the idea that singular perturbations in the time variable in a wave-type
equation create a time-reversed focusing wave. We consider the time-dependent
three-dimensional Maxwell’s equations, coupled to Drude’s model for the description of the surface current. The time mirror is modeled by a sudden, strong,
change in the Drude weight of the electrons on the sheet. Our goal is to characterize the time-reversed wave, in particular to quantify the quality of refocusing.
We establish that the latter depends on the distance of the source to the sheet,
and on some physical parameters such as the relaxation time of the electrons. We
also show that, in addition to the plasmonic wave, the time mirror generates a
free propagating wave that offers, contrary to the surface wave, some resolution in
the direction orthogonal to the sheet. Blurring effects due to non-instantaneous
mirrors are finally investigated.
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Introduction

This work is concerned with the concept of instantaneous time mirrors (ITM) recently
introduced in [3]. The main objective of this new technique is the control of waves by
changing the underlying medium of propagation as time evolves. In [3], waves at the
surface of a water tank are perturbed by a sudden, strong shake of the tank. This results
in the formation of a back-propagating wave (i.e. time-reversed) that spectacularly
refocuses to re-create the initial source. At the mathematical level, ITM can be modeled
by singular in time perturbations of the constitutive parameters of the medium. A
prototype for such models is the classical wave equation with velocity perturbed by a
Dirac delta or one of its approximations. The problem was studied in [4], where the
effect of the ITM is characterized in terms of an integral kernel that depends on the
∗
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duration of the perturbation and on the modeling equation Green’s function. Blurring is
observed as the duration of the perturbation increases, and it is noteworthy to mention
that the refocused wave is the time derivative of the initial source and not the source
itself. It is not completely direct to interpret the singular PDE, and an existence theory
for the time singular wave equation was proposed in [13]. Time-dependent media have
been explored lately in different contexts, see [9, 12, 2, 8, 11, 6].
One of the appeals of ITM is their relative experimental simplicity compared to classical time reversal. The latter involve the recording and reemission of the signal, see e.g.
[7], which could be difficult in practice. ITM do not require such technical procedures,
and open in principle the possibility to control quantum systems since ITM do not need
measurements to generate the time-reversed wave [14, 15]. A central question at the
core of ITM though is how to control the medium parameters. In [3], this is done by
shaking the water tank, which changes the velocity of the surface water waves. Another
experimental procedure is proposed in [17] and is based on the following observation:
it is practically feasible to vary abruptly the density of available charge carriers in a
graphene sheet, and this results in a singular time perturbation in the sheet conductivity. Such a perturbation acts as an ITM, and it becomes then possible to explore how
the electromagnetic field generated by a dipole located close to the sheet is time-reversed
by the ITM.
Our main objective in the present work is to characterize, in such a practical configuration, the point spread function (PSF) which describes the response of the perturbed
system to an initial point source excitation. Another way to state the problem is to ask
whether it is possible to image the point source by using an ITM, and with which resolution. Wave propagation is modeled by the three dimensional time-dependent Maxwell’s
equations, and the conducting sheet (supposed to be flat) is taken into account via a
jump condition on the horizontal (i.e. on the sheet’s plane) magnetic field. The surface
current on the sheet is obtained by Drude’s model, which is an accurate description
when doping in the sheet is sufficiently high. This system for wave propagation is standard, see e.g. [10, 1, 17, 16, 5]. Note that while the equations are not time reversible due
to the complex-valued conductivity of the sheet, the effects of irreversibility are mostly
seen in a loss of amplitude of the time-reversed signal, offering therefore the possibility
for sharp refocusing. Let us point out that the reference [16] addresses a problem similar to the one considered here. Our work is different and complementary in that we
fully characterize the time-reversed wave while [16] establishes, among other facts, the
generation of such wave in a simpler model without studying in detail the refocusing
wave.
Physically, the emitted spherical wave interacts with the sheet, leading to the generation of a scattered wave that propagates freely after reflection and transmission, and a
surface wave, referred to as the plasmonic wave, propagating along the sheet and evanescent in the orthogonal direction. An abrupt change in the sheet conductivity creates not
only a back-propagating plasmonic wave, but also a back-propagating scattered wave.
We will derive the PSF for these two waves. Due to its surface character, the plasmonic
wave does not offer any out-of-plane resolution (i.e. range resolution), and we will see
that the horizontal resolution (i.e. cross-range resolution) is proportional to the distance
of the point source to the sheet, provided this distance is smaller than a characteristic
length defined by some constitutive parameters of the sheet. One can then obtain ex2

cellent refocusing in the horizontal plane when the source is sufficiently close. We will
also establish that the time-reversed scattered wave can provide some range resolution
when the source is sufficiently far from the sheet. In such a case, the time-reversed
plasmonic wave is negligible, and the scattered wave refocuses with a resolution that
depends on the distance to the sheet and on some other parameters. We also investigate
how the duration of the perturbation of the conductivity impacts refocusing, and show
that some blurring is introduced the longer the perturbation.
The article is structured as follows: the model is introduced in Section 2; ITM
are defined in Section 3 for two types of perturbations, i.e. a Dirac delta and an
approximation of it. Our main results are given in Section 4: we derive expressions
for the perturbed and unperturbed electromagnetic fields, which allow us to extract
the time-reversed waves. We then obtain the PSF for the plasmonic and the scattered
waves, and discuss their properties. Numerical simulations supporting our analysis are
proposed. The details of the calculations are given in Section 5, and the article is ended
with concluding remarks.
Acknowledgment. This work is supported by NSF grant DMS-2006416.
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Setup

We start with Maxwell’s equations for the electromagnetic field (E, B) in R3 : with
x = (x, y, z), we have
∂B
+ ∇ × E = 0,
∂t

1 ∂E
− ∇ × B + µ0 J = 0,
c2 ∂t

for z ̸= 0,

(1)

equipped with the initial conditions
B(t = 0, x) = E(t = 0, x) = 0.
Above, c > 0 is the (constant) electromagnetic background velocity and µ0 the permeability of free space. We suppose for simplicity that the background is the same below
and above the conducting sheet located at z = 0. Accounting for two different constant backgrounds is possible at the price of more technicalities, but would not change
qualitatively our results.
The current J is generated by a pointlike dipole located at x0 = (0, 0, z0 ) and oriented
along the vertical axis ez = (0, 0, 1), namely
√︁
(2)
J(t, x) = U δ(z − z0 )f (r)δ(t)ez ,
z0 > 0, r = x2 + y 2 ,
for δ the Dirac measure. With a “genuine” point dipole, we would have f (r) = δ(x)δ(y).
As discussed further in Section 4, it turns out that with the typical experimental parameters, only sufficiently large horizontal (i.e. in the (x, y) plane) wavenumbers in the
source generate a plasmonic wave in the sheet. Smaller wavenumbers create surface
evanescent waves located around the origin that do not propagate and decrease with
time. There are two such modes, and while one has a large attenuation and is negligible, the other one has a weak attenuation and gives the leading contribution. When
3

this latter mode is present, it is not possible to observe the time-reversed plasmonic
wave associated with larger wavenumbers since its amplitude is weaker than that of
the evanescent mode. We therefore suppose that the Fourier transform of f , with the
convention
∫︂
√︂
ˆ
e−i(kx x+ky y) f (r)dxdy,
k = kx2 + ky2 ,
f (k) =
R2

vanishes for k ≤ kc , where kc is a critical wavenumber for plasmonic waves to exist and
which depends on the sheet’s parameters. Its expression is given in Section 4.
The orientation chosen for J simplifies the calculations as the system is invariant by
rotation around the z axis. For B = (Bx , By , Bz ), this leads to Bz = 0 as is discussed in
Remark 2.1. The constant U in (2) is the amplitude of the emitted pulse, with physical
unit Ampère × meter × second (supposing f is has the dimension of meter−2 ) to be
consistant with (2).
We denote by JφK(x, y) the jump of a function φ across the plane z = 0, that is
JφK(x, y) = lim+ φ(x, y, z) − lim− φ(x, y, z).
z→0

z→0

The presence of the conductor sheet at z = 0 is modeled by the jump condition
Jez × BK = µ0 Js ,

(3)

together with the continuity of Bz at z = 0. The surface current Js ≡ Js (t, x, y) is found
according to Drude’s model:
Js
∂Js
= − + D(t)E∥ (t).
∂t
τ

(4)

Above, τ is the relaxation time of the electrons in the sheet, and D(t) is the so-called
Drude weight [1]. The surface horizontal electric field E∥ ≡ E∥ (t, x, y) in (4) is given by,
with E = (Ex , Ey , Ex ),
(︁
)︁
E∥ (t, x, y) = (ez × E) × ez (t, x, y, 0) = Ex (t, x, y, 0)ex + Ey (t, x, y, 0)ey .
Note that the jump condition (3) can be included in (1) by replacing J by J+δz=0 Js . The
sheet’s conductivity relates Js with E∥ , and depends therefore on D(t). As explained in
the Introduction, the time reversal of the plasmonic wave is accomplished by imposing
an abrupt change in D(t). Experimental values given in [17] for two different techniques
show a switching time in the range 10−13 − 10−14 s, which is typically shorter than τ
(of the order of 10−13 s [5]). For some time T > 0, we will consider the case D(t) =
D0 + D1 (t − T ), where D0 is constant and
(︃ )︃
t
1
,
D1 (t) = αD0 δ(t),
or
D1 (t) = αD0 χδt (t)
with
χδt (t) = χ
δt
δt
where χ is a function with integral one supported in the ball of radius 1/2 (we suppose
as well without lack of generality that it is an even function to simplify some expressions
further on). The function χδt is an approximation of δ(t) with 0 < δt < T and α is a
constant that has the dimension of time.
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A mathematically rigorous existence theory of Maxwell’s equations with the jump
condition (3) and a singular D(t) as above is beyond the scope of this work, and we
will then only discuss informally why some objects are well-defined. We in particular
implicitly assumed in (3)-(4) that Ex and Ey are continuous at z = 0. This is easily
seen as follows: take a smooth test function φ ≡ φ(x, y) and integrate the left equation
in (1) over R2 × [−ε, ε]. We find
∫︂ ε ∫︂
∫︂ ε ∫︂
∂t B · ex φdx = −
(∇ × E) · ex φdx
−ε R2
−ε R2
∫︂
∫︂ ε ∫︂
Ez ∂y φdx +
[Ey (x, y, ε) − Ey (x, y, −ε)]φ(x, y)dxdy.
=
−ε

R2

R2

Assuming ∂t Bx and Ez are integrable, sending ε to zero shows that Ey is continuous
across the plane z = 0. The continuity of Ex is obtained similarly and by taking the
scalar product with ey instead of ex .
Remark 2.1 As mentioned earlier, we have Bz = 0 in this configuration. This is
explained below for completeness. For z ̸= 0, we have indeed from (1) that
∂t2 E − ∆E = −µ0 ∂t J − ∇(∇ · E).

(5)

The horizontal part to J is zero, and that of ∇(∇ · E) is a radial vector field since
∇ · ∂t E = −c2 µ0 U f (r)∂z δ(z − z0 ),

z ̸= 0.

Hence, (5) shows that the horizontal part to E is also a radial vector field for z ̸= 0. As
a consequence, by (1),
∂t Bz = −ez · (∇ × E) = 0,

z ̸= 0,

leading to Bz = 0 for z ̸= 0 and actually everywhere by continuity of Bz at z = 0.
The next section is dedicated to the ITM and time reversal. We decompose the field
into various contributions and extract the ones giving the PSF.

3

ITM and time reversal

We suppose as a start that D1 (t) = αD0 δ(t − T ), namely that the ITM acts at t = T .
Given Drude’s equation (4), such a choice for D1 only makes sense when E∥ is continuous
with respect to the time variable. We will not prove this fact here and will only observe
that since E solves (in the distribution sense) for all z,
∂t2 E − ∆E = −µ0 ∂t J − µ0 δz=0 ∂t Js − ∇(∇ · E),
and since ∂t Js is as singular as δ(t−T ), the electric field E has two more time derivatives
than ∂t Js , and is therefore continuous w.r.t. t. Hence, the surface current Js is welldefined, and is discontinuous at t = T . One can find a proof of continuity in time for the
solution to the wave equation with delta-like coefficients in [13]. It is quite technical,
and its adaptation to our problem would require a separate work.
5

We decompose Js into
∫︂
Js (t) = J0 (t) + J1 (t) := D0
= J0 (t) + αD0 1t>T e

t
−(t−s)/τ

e

0
−(t−T )/τ

∫︂

t

E∥ (s)ds +

D1 (s)e−(t−s)/τ E∥ (s)ds

0

E∥ (T ).

(6)

This shows that in order to obtain the perturbed solution for t > T , one simply needs
to get the unperturbed solution (i.e. with α = 0) up to time t = T , and then solve the
system with J1 as above and which is fully known. A time-reversed wave is created by
the perturbation, and refocuses at t = 2T . Since setting J as in (2) is equivalent to
setting J = 0 and
E(t = 0+ , x) = −c2 µ0 U δ(z − z0 )f (r)ez ,
the PSF is obtained by considering Ez at t = 2T . We have then
Ez (2T ) = Ez(0) (2T ) + Ez(1) (2T ),
(0)

(1)

where Ez is the unperturbed solution. The perturbed solution Ez is obtained by
(0)
solving (1) with U = 0 and with Js as in (6) where E∥ is replaced by E∥ , i.e. by
the unperturbed surface horizontal electric field. We show in Section 5.3 that the field
(1)
Ez (2T ) can itself be decomposed into
Ez(1) (2T ) = Ez(T R) (2T ) + Ez(F ) (2T ) + Ez(M ) (2T ),
(T R)

(7)

(F )

where Ez
corresponds to the time-reversed wave and Ez to the forward propagating
(T R)
wave. There are two contributions to Ez : the purely plasmonic contribution, denoted
(P )
(S)
(M )
by Ez , and the purely scattered wave one Ez . The term Ez is a mixed plasmonicscattered wave. It does not refocus since the dispersion relations of the plasmonic and
the scattered wave are very different. The expressions of these terms above can be found
in Section 5.3.
The values of Ez (2T ) around the emission point (0, 0, z0 ) define the PSF. The contri(0)
butions of the unperturbed solution Ez , of the forward propagating and mixed waves
(F )
(M )
(T R)
Ez and Ez
are negligible compared to that of Ez (2T ) since their dominating
(T R)
parts are supported away from (0, 0, z0 ). We will therefore focus only on Ez .
The situation is essentially the same in the regularized case where D1 = αD0 χδt with
δt ≪ T . We have now
∫︂ t
J1 (t) =
D1 (s − T )e−(t−s)/τ E∥ (s)ds,
0

for E∥ the total field, i.e. the sum of the unperturbed and perturbed fields. Pick
s ∈ (T − δt2 , T + δt2 ) (we recall that χ is supported in the ball of radius 1/2). Then,
(0)

(0)

E∥ (s) − E∥ (s) = E∥ (s) − E∥ (s − δt) + E∥ (s − δt) − E∥ (s).
(0)

(0)

The second difference is actually equal to E∥ (s − δt) − E∥ (s) since s − δt is not in
(0)

the support of χδt and the perturbation has not occured yet. Hence, E∥ (s) − E∥ (s)
(0)

for s as above is small in some sense around s = T provided E∥ and E∥ have some
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regularity with respect to the time variable. It is shown in [4, 13], in the context of
the wave equation, that both fields have their time derivative bounded independently
of δt. Again, adapting these proofs is beyond the scope of this work, and we will just
claim the situation is similar here. We have indeed already observed at the beginning
of the section that E has two more time derivatives than ∂t Js (which is proportional to
χδt ), and this implies that ∂t E behaves like the integral of χδt and is therefore bounded
(0)
independently of δt. This yields E∥ (s) − E∥ (s) = O(δt) for s ∈ (T − δt2 , T + δt2 ), and
(0)

we then replace, as in the D1 (t) = αD0 δ(t) case, E∥ in J1 by the unperturbed field E∥ .
(1)

The field Ez verifies as a consequence the decomposition (7) with an additional error
(P )
(S)
term of order O(δt). We will see that the expressions of Ez (2T ) and Ez (2T ) are only
slightly modified compared to the D1 (t) = αD0 δ(t) case.

4

Results

Our main results consist in the expressions of the time-reversed plasmonic and scattered
(P )
(S)
waves Ez (2T ) and Ez (2T ), and in the analysis of their refocusing properties. Before
stating those, we need to introduce some notation. Let first
σ0 = D0 τ,

µ0 σ0 c
η=
,
2

τ c2 µ0 σ0
ℓ0 =
= ηcτ.
2

(8)

The parameter η is non-dimensional and typically small (we discuss experimental values
further), ℓ0 has the dimension of a length and is referred to as the attenuation length,
and σ0 is the conductance of the sheet (in Siemens, or Ohms−1 ). The quantity µ0 c is
the impedance of the surrounding medium measured in Ohms, and therefore indeed η
is non-dimensional. Let γ = 1 − η 2 and define uc > 0 by
√︁
2
(36γ − 27 − 8γ 2 )2 + 64γ 3 (1 − γ)
36γ
−
27
−
8γ
+
.
u2c =
32
√︁
When η ≪ 1, and therefore γ ≃ 1, we have uc ≃ 1/4. For k = kx2 + ky2 defined earlier,
consider the polynomial equation
s4 − 2s3 + γs2 − k 2 ℓ20 = 0

(9)

that determines the plasmonic modes on the sheet, see Section 5.2. When kℓ0 > kc ℓ0 :=
uc , we show in Section 5.2 that the equation above has two complex conjugate roots
that we denote by s± (k) = sr (k) ± isi (k), and two real roots that are not associated
with physical solutions and are then ignored. When kℓ0 ≤ uc , there are only real roots
and therefore no propagating plasmonic waves, and as explained in Section 2, we only
consider sources that have total horizontal momenta k greater than kc . Let moreover
P ′ (s) = 2 − 4s −

2η 2
.
1−s

We need additional notations to define the time-reversed scattered wave. Let
σ(ω) =

σ0
,
1 + iωτ

T (ω, kz ) =
7

1
1−

µ0 σ(ω)kz c2
2ω

.

(10)

Above, σ(ω) is the complex surface conductivity and T (ω, kz ) is the transmission coefficient of the sheet. For |k|2 = k 2 + kz2 and g a given function, we introduce
∫︂
kz dkz
eicT |k| eikz z T (c|k|, kz )g(c|k|)
H(T, k, z, g) =
.
(11)
|k|2
R
Let finally
A=−

2ασ0 (µ0 c2 )2 U
,
(4π)2

∆∥ = ∂x22 + ∂y22 .

We suppose that cT > z0 for the emitted wave to have reached the sheet from the
emission point. Our main theorem is the following:
Theorem 4.1 Suppose D1 (t) = αD0 δ(t). Then, the time-reversed plasmonic and scattered waves admit the following expressions, for z ≥ 0,
Ez(P ) (2T, x, y, z) = A∆∥ JP (x, y, z),

Ez(S) (2T, x, y, z) = A∆∥ JS (x, y, z)

where
1
JP/S (x, y, z) =
(2π)2

∫︂

ei(kx x+ky y) KP/S (k, z)f̂ (k)dkx dky .

R2

The kernels KP and KS are given by
KP (k, z) =

ℜ{(1 − s+ )eisi (2sr −1)(z0 −z)/ℓ0 }
2
2
16π 2 e−2sr T /τ e−(sr −sr +si )(z+z0 )/ℓ0
′
2
|P (s+ )|

KS (k, z) = ℜ{H∗ (T, k, z0 , 1)H(T, k, z, σ/σ0 )}.
Above, H∗ is the complex conjugate of H, ℜ denotes real part, and we recall that s+ (k) =
sr (k) + isi (k).
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is given in Section 5. A first comment is, as in the case of
the wave equation addressed in [4], that one does not directly recover a blurred version
of the source, but here its horizontal Laplacian instead (up to multiplicative factors).
Perfect refocusing corresponds to JP/S (x, y, z) = δ(z − z∫︁0 )f (r). With f̂ (k) = 1k>ξkc
for some parameter ξ > 1, we have f (r) = δ(x)δ(y) − k≤ξkc ei(kx x+ky y) dkx dky /(2π)2 ,
which behaves like δ(x)δ(y) around r = 0 since the second term is bounded. We study
below the functionals JP and JS and quantify the amount of blurring compared to the
perfect case JP/S (x, y, z) ≃ δ(z − z0 )δ(x)δ(y). The functional JP is shown to peak in a
region around r = 0 that defines its horizontal resolution, while it decays exponentially
away from the sheet and therefore does not localize around z = z0 . The functional JS
concentrates around the emission point (0, 0, z0 ) in a region that defines its horizontal
and vertical resolutions. We also discuss the regimes in which one functional dominates
over the other.
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Analysis of the plasmonic wave. We suppose that f̂ vanishes for k ≤ ξkc where
ξ is parameter such that ξ > 1. When η 2 ≪ 1, we show in Section 5.2 that s+ is well
approximated by
s+ ≃

√
1 γ−1
+
+ i u − uc ,
2
4u

u = kℓ0 > uc .

(12)

The kernel KP then reads
√

ℜ{(1 − s+ )ei(γ−1) u−uc (z0 −z)/2uℓ0 }
KP (k, z) ≃
16π 2 e−T /τ e−(z+z0 )/4ℓ0 e−(u−uc )(z+z0 )/ℓ0 .
|P ′ (s+ )|2
The only term in KP that could potentially give some resolution in the vertical direction
is the complex exponential in z − z0 . But on the one hand γ − 1 ≃ 0, and on the other
the phase vanishes for u = uc and in the limit of large u. The contribution of this term
to JP is therefore negligible, and JP offers no vertical resolution, as expected. We then
set the complex exponential to one in the sequel.
We turn now to the horizontal resolution. With (12), it follows that
√

1
ℜ{(1 − s+ )ei u−uc (γ−1)(z0 −z)/(2uℓ0 ) }
≃
.
′
2
|P (s+ )|
32(u − uc )
Set as an example f̂ (k) = 1k>ξkc . After the change of variables k → (z + z0 )−1 k + ξkc ,
we find
T

−

(1+4(ξ−1)uc )(z+z0 )

4ℓ0
π 2 e− τ e
JP (x, y, z) ≃
2ℓ0 (z + z0 )

∫︂
0

∞

(︃[︃
]︃
)︃
ξuc (z + z0 )
r
e J
k+
Q(z, k)dk
ℓ0
(z + z0 )
−k

where
Q(z, k) =

ξuc (z+z0 )
ℓ0
uc (z+z0 )
[ξ −
ℓ0

k+
k+

1]

.

Above, J is 2π times the zero-th order Bessel function of the first kind. The key
0)
quantity determining the horizontal resolution is ζ = ξuc (z+z
. When ζ ≪ 1, then ζ can
ℓ0
be ignored in the argument of J in JP to obtain simply J(kr/(z + z0 )), which goes to
zero as r ≫ (z + z0 ). Dominated convergence then shows that JP tends to zero when
r ≫ z + z0 , showing that the horizontal resolution is z + z0 when ζ ≪ 1. The term
JP can therefore be arbitrarily peaked around r = 0 when z = 0 and z0 is close to the
sheet. The term Q has essentially no influence on the resolution since it tends to one
for large k.
When ζ ≫ 1, the dependency of J in k can be ignored and the Bessel function can
be taken out of the integral. The term JP is then proportional to J(ξuc r/ℓ0 ), which
shows that the horizontal resolution is now of order ℓ0 since J(u) → 0 as u → +∞.
For future comparisons with JS , we remark that JP verifies when ξ = 2,
π 3 e−T /τ e−(1+4(ξ−1)uc )(z+z0 )/4ℓ0
2π 3 e−T /τ e−(1+4(ξ−1)uc )(z+z0 )/4ℓ0
≤ JP (0, 0, z) ≤
.
ℓ0 (z + z0 )
ℓ0 (z + z0 )
9

(13)

We compare in Figure 1 the exact expression of JS given in Theorem 4.1 with the
approximate one given above. Typical experimental values of the parameters are the
following, see [5, 1]: the drude weight D is equal to e2 EF /πℏ2 , where e is the electron
charge, ℏ the reduced Planck constant, and EF the Fermi energy. The latter is the
tunable quantity as time varies, with maximal values of order of 0.4eV. We then set
e.g. EF = 0.05eV for the definition of D0 , with EF = 0.4eV corresponding to the value
for the strong perturbation. With a relaxation time τ of order 10−13 s, this results in a
graphene conductance σ0 of the order of 6.10−4 Siemens, and assuming the surrounding
medium has e.g. a refraction index of 2, we have µ0 c ≃ 60π Ohms, giving η ≃ 0.1 and
γ ≃ 0.99. Moreover, since τ is of the order of 10−13 seconds, we find ℓ0 ≃ 10−6 meters.
For the calculation of the “exact” JP , we use numerical quadratures for the k integral
and find numerically the roots of (9) for each k. We set ξ = 2.
The exact and approximate functionals are represented in the left panel of Figure 1
for ζ = 0.1 and ζ = 10, corresponding to the two asymptotic regimes described above.
Observe the very good agreement. Both functionals are normalized using the value of
the exact JP at r = 0. In the right panel of the figure, we represent JP for ζ = 0.2,
ζ = 2, and ζ = 20. For small ζ, JP is peaked around r = 0 and offers therefore a very
good resolution (of order z + z0 ). For a larger ζ, the resolution is limited to a few ℓ0 ,
and we recognize the Bessel function in the case ζ = 20 as claimed earlier.

Figure 1: Left panel: Comparison exact/asymptotic expressions of JP . The lines represent the exact expression, and the stars the approximate one. Right panel: representation of JP for several ζ. Observe the peaked behavior around r = 0 for small
ζ.
We now turn to the functional JS .
Analysis of the scattered wave. We set as in the previous paragraph f̂ (k) = 1k>ξkc
with ξ = 2. The term H is amenable to a stationary phase analysis under the assumption
cT k ≫ 1

∀k ≥ ξkc ,

(14)

which is realized in most practical settings. Write indeed cT = az0 , with a > 1 for the
emitted wave to reach the sheet. The smallest value of k is ξuc /ℓ0 , and therefore cT k ≥
aξuc z0 /ℓ0 . Since ξuc ≃ 1/2, the high frequency condition (14) becomes az0 ≫ 2ℓ0 . This
is immediately realized when the initial source if far away from the sheet, i.e. z0 ≫ ℓ0 ,
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or when T is sufficiently large in the case z0 ≤ ℓ0 . Setting e.g. z0 = ℓ0 /5 (which is
ζ = 0.2 for z = 0), gives a ≫ 10, meaning T must be greater than 10 times the time it
takes for the initial pulse to reach the sheet.
With
(︃
(︂ z )︂2 )︃1/2
1
ϕ(z) = 1 −
,
,
T0 (k, z) =
µ0 σ0 z
cT
1 + 2T [1+icτ
k/ϕ(z)]
we show in Section 5.3, that under (14), H is approximated by, for 0 < z < cT ,
)︃1/2
(︃
2πz 2
eicT kϕ(z) T0 (k, z)σ(ck/ϕ(z)).
H(T, k, z, σ/σ0 ) ≃
σ02 k(cT )3 ϕ(z)

(15)

For k ≥ ξkc , it turns out that T0 (k, z) ≃ 1 for 0 < z < cT , and JS admits therefore the
asymptotic expression:
∫︂
{︁
}︁
−1
JS (z, x, y) ≃ σ0 C(z)
ei(kx x+ky y) ℜ eicT k∆ϕ(z) σ(ck/ϕ(z)) k −1 f̂ (k)dkx dky , (16)
R2

where
(︃
C(z) =

(2π)2 z 2 z02
(cT )6 ϕ(z)ϕ(z0 )

)︃1/2
,

∆ϕ(z) = ϕ(z) − ϕ(z0 ).

Remarking that
σ(ω)/σ0 =

iτ ω
1
−
,
2
1 + (τ ω)
1 + (τ ω)2

JS then reduces to
∫︂

∞

JS (z, x, y) ≃ C(z)
ξkc

[︃

]︃
cos[cT k∆ϕ(z)] − sin[cT k∆ϕ(z)]cτ k/ϕ(z)
J(kr)
dk,
1 + (cτ k/ϕ(z))2

where we recall that J is 2π times the zero-th order Bessel function of the first kind.
When z ̸= z0 , the fact that JS is well-defined is directly established by integrating by
parts the sine and cosine.
We address now the refocusing properties of JS . Suppose first that r ≫ ℓ0 . Then,
kr ≫ 1 since k ≥ ξuc /ℓ0 , and
√︁
(17)
J(kr) ≃ 2π 2/πkr cos(kr − π/4).
Writing the integrand in JS in terms of complex exponentials, it follows from the
Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma that JS ≪ 1 when
|r ± cT ∆ϕ(z)| ≫ ℓ0 .
As a consequence, JS is supported mostly in the region |r ±cT ∆ϕ(z)| ≤ ℓ0 when r ≫ ℓ0 .
This is confirmed in Figure 2. Moreover, the
√ asymptotic form of the Bessel function
given above shows that JS decreases as 1/ r. This means that JS is maximal in the
region where r ≤ ℓ0 , resulting in a resolution of JS in the horizontal plane of order ℓ0 .
Suppose now r ≪ ℓ0 . Then, J(kr) ≃ 2π, and it is not difficult to see that JS is
small when
|cT ∆ϕ(z)| ≫ ℓ0 .
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When (z/cT )2 ≪ 1 and (z0 /cT )2 ≪ 1, this yields that JS is maximal in the region
where approximately
|(z + z0 )(z − z0 )| ≤ 2cT ℓ0 .
(18)
√︁
2cT ℓ0 − z0 , showing that
When z > z0 , this condition is equivalent to z − z0 ≤ z02 +√︁
JS peaks for z > z0 in a region of vertical extent of order z02 + 2cT ℓ0 − z0 . When
0 ≤ z ≤ z0 , (18) is always verified when 2cT ℓ0 ≥ z02 . The latter condition is satisfied
in the main regime of interest for JS that we discuss in the next paragraph (where e.g.
cT = 10z0 , z0 = 10ℓ0 ). Since C(z) → 0 as z → 0, it follows that JS decreases away
from z = z0 as z → 0. In summary, JS is concentrated√︁in a region around (0, 0, z0 ) of
horizontal extent of order ℓ0 , of vertical extent of order z02 + 2cT ℓ0 − z0 above z0 , and
decays to zero as z → 0.
In order to find an approximate peak value for JS , we have to be a little careful as
setting naively z = z0 yields the wrong result. We then first realize that the leading
term in JS when r ≪ ℓ0 is the one proportional to the sine since cτ k is large. Then,
∫︂ ∞
sin[cT k∆ϕ(z)]
JS (z, x, y) ≃ −ϕ(z)C(z)/cτ
dk.
k
ξkc
The last integral is written as
∫︂ ∞
∫︂ ξkc
∫︂ ∞
sin[cT k∆ϕ(z)]
sin[cT k∆ϕ(z)]
sin[cT k∆ϕ(z)]
dk =
dk −
dk.
k
k
k
0
0
ξkc
The second term is negligible at z → z0 , while the second one gives ±π/2 depending on
the sign of ∆ϕ(z). It follows that a characteristic value for JS in the region r ≪ ℓ0 and
z ≃ z0 is
2π 3 z02
.
(19)
JS ≃
(cT )3 cτ
Note that JS changes sign around z = z0 , which is clearly observed in Figure 2.
We represent |JS | (computed using (16)) in Figure 2 as a function of (z, r). We only
consider the case z0 ≫ ℓ0 since we will see below that this is the only relevant one for
JS . We set e.g. z0 = 10ℓ0 , with either cT = 5z0 (left panel) or cT = 15z0 (right panel).
We have as before η = 0.1 and ℓ0 = 10−6 meters. We observe as expected that the
horizontal resolution is of the order of ℓ0 , and that the vertical
√︁ resolution above z0 gets
worse as T increases. On the left √︁
panel, it is of the order of z02 + 2cT ℓ0 − z0 ≃ 4ℓ0 and
the source is well-resolved, while z02 + 2cT ℓ0 − z0 = 20ℓ0 on the right panel and there
is a loss of resolution.
We now compare JP and JS .
Comparison JP -JS . The best horizontal resolution for JP is achieved at the sheet
location z = 0. When z ≃ 0, JS ≃ 0 and JP dominates. We have already established
that JP does not offer any vertical resolution, and one can then ask if it is possible to
obtain some with JS . When e.g. z0 = ℓ0 and cT = 15z0 , the ratio of the characteristic
values of JS and JP at z = z0 given in (13)-(19) is of the order of 10−3 when r ≤ ℓ0 .
The ratio is even smaller when z0 ≪ ℓ0 . This shows that JP dominates and that the
vertical location of the source cannot be determined when z0 if of the order of ℓ0 or less.
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Figure 2: Absolute value of JP (normalized to one). Left panel: cT = 5z0 , z0 = 10ℓ0 .
Right panel: cT = 15z0 , z0 = 10ℓ0 . Observe the loss of resolution with the increased T .
One could remark that the amplitude of JP decreases at T increases. Yet, for JS to
be larger than JP , one would need T so large
√︁ that JS would not provide any vertical
resolution since the latter is of the order of z02 + 2cT ℓ0 − z0 .
The situation is different when z0 ≫ ℓ0 , since it turns out that JS dominates in
that case in the vicinity of z0 . When e.g. z0 = 10ℓ0 , the ratio is now of order 103 for
cT = 5z0 , and it becomes then possible to obtain some vertical resolution as described
in the previous paragraph. In this regime, both JS and JP offer a horizontal resolution
of order ℓ0
We now consider the case when the perturbation D1 is an approximation of a Dirac
delta.
The regularized case. We assume again that f̂ (k) = 1k>ξkc with ξ = 2. Calculations
sketched in Section 5.4 show that the kernel KP becomes
KP (k, z)χ̂(2δt si (k)/τ ),
where we recall that si is the imaginary part of the root s+ . Above, χ̂ is the Fourier
transform of χ. After the change of variables k → (z + z0 )−1 k + ξkc as before, we obtain
the following for χ̂:
√︁
χ̂(2δt kℓ0 /(z + z0 ) + (ξ − 1)uc /τ ).
Since, χ̂(0)
no effect on JP when
√︁ = 1, this shows that the regularization has essentially
√︁
δt ≪ τ (z + z0 )/ℓ0 . In the opposite case when δt ≫ τ (z + z0 )/ℓ0 , we find
π 2 τ 2 e−T /τ e−(1+4uc )(z+z0 )/4ℓ0
JP (x, y, z) ≃
2ℓ20 δt2

∫︂

∞

(︃[︃
J

0

]︃ )︃
√
k(z + z0 )τ 2 ξuc
+
r
χ̂(2
k)dk.
ℓ0 δt2
ℓ0

The Bessel function is then approximately equal to J(ξuc r/ℓ0 ) and can be taken out of
the integral. This shows that the regularization introduced a loss of horizontal resolution
that is now of order ℓ0 for all z + z0 , while it was z + z0 before when ζ ≪ 1.
Regarding JS , the kernel KS becomes
KS (k, z)χ̂(cδt k(ϕ(z) + ϕ(z0 ))).
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When (z/cT )2 ≪ 1 and (z0 /cT )2 ≪ 1, we have
χ̂(cδt k(ϕ(z) + ϕ(z0 ))) ≃ χ̂(2cδt k).
Since the minimal value of k is ξuc /ℓ0 , the regularization has no influence when cδt ≪
ℓ0 . In the intermediate case where cδt = ℓ0 , the term χ̂ cannot be ignored but the
regularization does not change qualitatively JS . When on the contrary cδt ≫ ℓ0 , we
have cδt k ≫ 1, leading to JS ≃ 0 since χ̂(u) → 0 as u → +∞. The functional cannot
then be used to obtain some vertical resolution in this case.

5

Proofs

We detail in this section the calculations leading to the results of Section 4. We begin
with some generalities, and then derive the perturbed and unperturbed solutions.

5.1

Generalities

We work in the Fourier space, and in order to compute Fourier transforms in time, we
extend the fields by 0 for t < 0. With the notation
∫︂
F̂ (ω, kx , ky , z) =
e−iωt e−i(kx x+ky y) F (t, x, y, z)dtdxdy
(20)
R3

for a given function F , Fourier transforming (1) in all variables but z yields
⎧
⎪
⎪
iωÊ x = −c2 ∂z B̂ y
⎪
⎨
iωÊ y = c2 ∂z B̂ x
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ iωÊ = ic2 k B̂ − ic2 k B̂ − c2 µ U f̂ (k)δ(z − z ),
z
x y
y x
0
0
as well as

(21)

⎧
⎪
⎪
iωB̂ x = ∂z Ê y − iky Ê z
⎪
⎨
iωB̂ y = ikx Ê z − ∂z Ê x
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ 0
= ikx Ê y − iky Ê x .

We recall that Bz = 0 thanks to the rotational symmetry, which explains the last
equation above. Easy algebra then gives the following equation for B̂ y ,
∂z2 B̂ y + β 2 (ω, k)B̂ y = ikx µ0 U f̂ (k)δ(z − z0 ),
where

z ̸= 0,

(22)

ω2
β (ω, k) = 2 − k 2 ,
k 2 = kx2 + ky2 .
c
We will denote by β(ω, k) the complex square root of β 2 (ω, k) with nonnegative imaginary part (and hence with branch cuts for ℑ(ω) = 0, (ℜ(ω))2 ≥ c2 k 2 ). We now turn to
the unperturbed solution.
2
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5.2

The unperturbed solution

We set here α = 0 in the surface current Js given in (6) (i.e. J1 = 0). With the notation
Js = (Js,x , Js,y ), (22) is equipped with the following jump condition at z = 0
JBy K = −µ0 Js,x ,

which follows from (3), together with the continuity of ∂z B̂ y at z = 0 (which follows
from the first equation in (21) and the continuity of Ex at z = 0 discussed in Section
2). Solving the system for B̂ y gives
⎧
iβ(ω,k)(z+z0 )
+ eiβ(ω,k)|z−z0 | ,
z > 0,
kx µ0 U f̂ (k) ⎨ R(ω, k)e
B̂ y (ω, kx , ky , z) =
2β(ω, k) ⎩ T (ω, k)eiβ(ω,k)(z0 −z) ,
z<0
with transmission and reflection coefficients T and R verifying
1
T (ω, k) =
= 1 − R(k, ω).
µ0 σ(ω)β(ω,k)c2
1−
2ω
Note that there is above a slight abuse of notation: to be consistent with the definition
of the transmission coefficient T given in (10), we should write T (ω, β(ω, k)). We write
(0)
(0)
(0)
here instead T (ω, k) for simplicity. With E∥ = (Ex , Ey ) the unperturbed surface
horizontal electric field, we have then from (21) at z = 0:
c2 µ0 U f̂ (k) iβ(ω,k)z0
c2
∂z B̂ z =
e
T (ω, k).
iω
2ω
After an inverse Fourier transform w.r.t. ω, it follows that
∫︂
(0)
FEx (T, kx , ky ) = A1 kx f̂ (k) eiωT eiβ(ω,k)z0 T (ω, k)ω −1 dω,
(0)

Ê x (ω, kx , ky , 0) = −

(23)

R

where A1 = c2 µ0 U/4π and with the notation
∫︂
(0)
FEx (t, kx , ky ) =
e−i(kx x+ky y) Ex(0) (t, x, y)dxdy.
R2

The fact that the integral in (23) is well-defined can be directly established using a
stationary phase analysis since the function T (ω, k)ω −1 is locally integrable, smooth
away from ω = ck, and has no pole on the real axis as will be seen in the next paragraph.
(0)
We will only need Ex in the sequel and not the y component. The integral in (23)
can be decomposed into a branch contribution (due to the branch of the complex square
root in β(ω, k)), and a pole contribution due to the (complex) poles of T . The latter
are solutions to
µ0 σ(ω)β(ω, k)c2
.
1=
2ω
With ω = is/τ and the notations introduced in (8), this is equivalent to finding the
solutions to (9). The latter are studied below.
Note in passing that By (t, x, y, z = 0) = 0 when z0 > ct as the pulse has not
reached the conducting sheet yet. This is seen for instance by observing that R does
not have poles or branch cuts at arbitrarily large imaginary values of z. Indeed, since
B
√︁y is the space-time convolution of a function supported on the sphere of radius ct −
x2 + y 2 + (z − z0 )2 centered at (0, 0, z0 ) and of the inverse Fourier transform of R,
which is supported on t ≥ 0, the result follows by simple inspection.
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Analysis of the poles. Let u = kℓ0 . We are interested in complex-valued solutions
to (9), which are the ones associated with propagating modes. We will see that these
exist only for u sufficiently large when γ ∈ [0, 1] (γ defined in (8)). This is a simple
consequence a standard formulas for quartic equations. Consider indeed the discriminant
(︁
)︁
∆ = 16u2 − 16u4 + (36γ − 27 − 8γ 2 )u2 + γ 3 (1 − γ) .
When ∆ < 0, (9) has two distincts real roots and two complex conjugate roots. To
check this condition, we consider the roots of −16u2 + (36γ − 27 − 8γ 2 )u + γ 3 (1 − γ).
When γ ≤ 0, both roots are negative and ∆ is strictly negative when u ̸= 0. When
γ ∈ (0, 1], only one is positive, and ∆ < 0 holds when u2 is strictly greater than this
positive root. A simple calculation shows that this root is equal to
√︁
2
36γ
−
27
−
8γ
+
(36γ − 27 − 8γ 2 )2 + 64γ 3 (1 − γ)
u2c =
.
32
When u = uc , we have ∆ = 0, and classical formulas for quartic equations show that
there is a real double root (that turns into the complex roots when u > uc ) and two real
simple roots.
Following this analysis, we will then only consider situations where u > uc for the
propagatives modes to exist. We can actually say a little bit more about the roots. For
S1 and P1 the sum and product of the complex roots, and S2 and P2 that of the other
real roots, we can write (9) as
(s2 −S1 s−P1 )(s2 −S2 s−P2 ) = x4 −(S1 +S2 )x3 +(S1 S2 −P1 −P2 )x2 +(S1 P2 +S2 P1 )x+P1 P2 .
We find P1 P2 = −u2 by identification with (9). Since P1 > 0 when u > uc , this shows
that one of the real roots is positive and the other one is negative. Moreover, we have
by inspection S1 = −S2 P1 /P2 , and as a consequence S1 and S2 have the same sign.
Since S1 + S2 = 2, it follows that S1 > 0, and that the complex roots have a positive
real part. This shows that the propagative modes have a positive absorption coefficient
and therefore decay exponentially.
Asymptotics. We investigate here the behavior of the complex roots for u ≫ 1.
Write for this s = a + ib for a and b real-valued. Separating real and imaginary parts in
(9) gives
b3 (2 − 4a) + b(4a3 − 6a2 + 2γa) = 0
b4 + (6a − 6a2 − γ)b2 + a4 − 2a3 + γa2 − u2 = 0.
Assuming u ≫ 1 and that a remains bounded,
√ a first crude estimation from the second
equation above gives b4 ≃ u2 , that is b ≃ u. Expanding a in power of u−1 as a =
a0 + a1 u−1 + · · · , we find a0 = 1/2, a1 = (γ − 1)/4. We can then refine the estimate for
b as follows. Solving for b2 in the second equation above gives
)︂
√︁
1 (︂
b2 =
γ + 6a2 − 6a + (γ + 6a2 − 6a)2 + 4(u2 + 2a3 − a4 − γa2 ) .
2
Setting a = 1/2 and expanding in u gives
b2 ≃ u + (γ − 3/2)/2.
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Now, expanding uc around γ = 1, we find uc = 3/4 − γ/2, so that
√
b ≃ u − uc .
An approximation of the complex roots s± for γ ≃ 1 is then given by
s± ≃

√
1 γ−1
+
± i u − uc ,
2
4u

u > uc .

We compare the exact value and the approximation of the roots for γ = 0.9 and γ = 0.99
in Figure 3. Note the excellent agreement even for small values of u such that u ≃ uc .

Figure 3: Comparison exact/asymptotic expressions for the complex root s+ .
We now transform (23) using contour integration.
Contour integrals. First, we recall that β(z, k) for z ∈ C has branch cuts on the real
axis where |z| ≥ ck. Consider then a function F (z, β(z, k)) holomorphic away from the
branch cuts and from a finite number of poles with nonnegative imaginary parts. We
suppose that F converges sufficiently fast to 0 on semi-circles of radius R on the upper
complex plane as R → ∞ and consider
∫︂
F (ω, β(ω, k))dω.
I=
R

√
To avoid any confusion, it is best to see β(ω, k) as cβ(ω, k) = ω 2 − i0+ ω − c2 k 2 , where
i0+ ω corresponds to an arbitrarily small absorption term added to (1). This shows that
the integration in I is done below the branch cuts on the real axis. Standard contour
integration then gives
∫︂ ∞
(︁
)︁
I = Ipoles +
F (ω, −β(ω, k)) − F (ω, β(ω, k)) dω
∫︂ck∞
(︁
)︁
+
F (−ω, β(ω, k)) − F (−ω, −β(ω, k)) dω,
(24)
ck

where Ipoles is the pole contribution given by the residue theorem. We apply next these
(0)
results to the calculation of FEx .
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(0)

The term FEx . With F (ω, β(ω, k)) = eiωT eiβ(ω,k)z0 T (ω, β(ω, k))ω −1 , the above
(0)
analysis shows that FEx can be expressed as
FEx(0) = FEx(0,p) + FEx(0,s) ,
(0,p)

(0,s)

where FEx
is the pole contribution (referred to as the plasmonic wave) and FEx
the branch cut contribution (referred to as the scattered wave). For z > 0, let
G(t, z, s) =

4iπ(1 − s) −st/τ −s(1−s)z/ℓ0
e
e
P ′ (s)

with

P ′ (s) = 2 − 4s −

2η 2
,
1−s

for s equal to the solutions to (9) and η defined in (8). Both real roots (positive and
negative) lead to non viable physical solutions since they exhibit an exponential increase
of G (the positive pole becomes greater than 1 as k increases and therefore s(1 − s) < 0).
They are then discarded. Since P ′ (s− )∗ = P ′ (s+ ), the residue theorem for u > uc yields
(p)
the following expression for FEx :
FEx(0,p) (T, kx , ky ) = 2iA1 kx fˆ (k)ℑ {G(T, z0 , s+ )}.

(25)

Regarding the scattered part, we first observe that
T (ω, β(ω, k)) = T (−ω, −β(ω, k))∗ .
After the change of variable kz = β(ω, k) and some direct algebra based on (24), we
then find
FEx(0,s) (T, kx , ky ) = −2iA1 kx f̂ (k)ℑ {H(T, k, z0 , 1)},
(26)
where H is defined in (11).
We turn now to the perturbed solution.

5.3

The perturbed solution

We set U = 0, and solve Maxwell’s equations with surface current Js given by (6), and
(0)
where E∥ (T ) is known and given by the E∥ calculated in the previous section . With
the notation (20), we have
Jˆ︁1,x (ω, kx , ky ) = ασ(ω)e−iωT FEx(0) (T, kx , ky ).

(27)

Solving Maxwell’s equations gives the following expression for the perturbed magnetic
field:
⎧
⎨ −eiβ(ω,k)z ,
z > 0,
(1)
µ0
B̂ y (ω, kx , ky , z) = T (ω, k)Jˆ︁1,x (ω, kx , ky )
⎩ e−iβ(ω,k)z ,
2
z<0
Since (21) yields
(1)

Ê z =

c2 k 2 (1)
B̂ ,
ωkx y

we find, for z > 0,
FEz(1) (t, kx , ky , z)

αµ0 c2 k 2
=−
FEx(0) (T, kx , ky )
4πkx
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∫︂
R

eiω(t−T ) eiβ(ω,k)z T (ω, k)σ(ω)ω −1 dω.

As in the previous section, the integral above can be decomposed into plasmonic and
scattered parts. We find after direct calculations:
∫︂
eiω(t−T ) eiβ(ω,k)z T (ω, k)σ(ω)ω −1 dω = 2iℑ {σ(iτ −1 s+ )G(t − T, z, s+ )}
R

−2iℑ {H(t − T, k, z, σ)}.
Using the latter, together with (25)-(26), we can then write at time t = 2T , as announced
in (7),
FEz(1) = FEz(T R) + FEz(F ) + FEz(M ) = FEz(P ) + FEz(S) + FEz(F ) + FEz(M ) ,
(T R)

where FEz
is the time-reversed, backward propagating part of the perturbed wave,
(F )
and FEz the forward propagating part. The former can be decomposed into a purely
(P )
(S)
time-reversed plasmonic wave FEz and a purely time-reversed scattered wave FEz .
(M )
The term FEz is a mixed plasmonic-scattered wave. Their respective expressions are
given by
{︁
}︁
FEz(P ) = A0 k 2 f̂ (k) ℜ σ(iτ −1 s+ )G ∗ (T, z0 , s+ )G(T, z, s+ )
FEz(S) = A0 k 2 f̂ (k) ℜ {H∗ (T, k, z0 , 1)H(T, k, z, σ)} ,
and for the forward and mixed waves
{︁(︁
)︁(︁
)︁ }︁
FEz(F ) = −A0 k 2 f̂ (k) ℜ G ∗ (T, z0 , s+ ) + H(T, k, z0 , 1) σ(iτ −1 s+ )∗ G ∗ (T, z, s+ ) + H(T, k, z, σ )
{︁
}︁
FEz(M ) = A0 k 2 f̂ (k) ℜ G(T, z0 , s+ )H(T, z, s+ , σ) + σ(iτ −1 s+ )G(T, z, s+ )H(T, k, z0 , 1)
where

2α(µ0 c2 )2 U
.
(4π)2
The different definitions are motivated by the tendency of the dominating part of the
(P )
(S)
wave to move from or to the point r = 0: in FEz and FEz , the temporal phases
(F )
compensate and yield backward propagating waves for t ∈ [T, 2T ]; in FEz , the temporal phases add up (see the next paragraph for an approximate expression of H) to
create a forward propagating wave with leading part supported away from r = 0. This
is seen by performing a standard stationary phase analysis for the inverse Fourier trans(F )
(M )
form of FEz . The term FEz is slightly different in that the temporal phases of G
and H have different signs, but they do not compensate each other since one is significantly larger than then other. Indeed, using the asymptotic expressions for s+ given in
(M )
(12) and that of the Bessel function given in (17), the temporal phases in FEz read
approximately, for w = z, z0 ,
√︁
k ≥ ξℓ0 uc ,
i(cT ϕ(w) ± r)k − i kℓ0 − uc T /τ,
A0 =

which can be written as,
[︂
]︂
√︁
icT /ℓ0 (ϕ(w) ± r/(cT ))kℓ0 − η kℓ0 − uc ,

k ≥ ξℓ0 uc .

Since the term proportional to η is small compared to the other one for large and small
values of k, the mixed wave is localized around r = cT ϕ(w) ≃ cT when (w/cT )2 ≪
19

1. This can be understood as follows. The mixed wave has two contributions: one
originating from the plasmonic wave, and one from the scattered wave. The former
creates a scattered wave at the time of the perturbation, and since the scattered wave
propagates overall much faster than the plasmonic wave, it appears as if the scattered
wave is created around r = 0 at t = T . At time t = 2T , the mixed wave is then localized
essentially at the same location as the generated scattered wave, which is around r = cT .
There is a similar analysis for the plasmonic wave generated by the scattered wave. As
a consequence, the mixed wave is indeed localized around r = cT and its contribution
can be neglected around the emission point.
(T R)
We then focus on the time-reversed part FEz
for the study of the PSF since the
(F )
(M )
contribution of FEz + FEz is negligible in the vicinity of the source.
We next simplify the expression of H using stationary phase.
Stationary phase analysis. Rescaling kz as kz → kkz , we find
∫︂
√
√︁
√︁
kz dkz
icT k( 1+kz2 +zkz /cT )
T (ck 1 + kz2 , kkz )g(ck 1 + kz2 )
.
H(T, k, z, g) =
e
1 + kz2
R
The
√︁term cT k is such that cT k ≫ 1 according to assumption (14), and the derivative
of 1 + kz2 + zkz /cT vanishes when z > 0 at the point kz∗ = −(( cTz )2 − 1)−1 , where we
√︁
√︁
recall that cT > z. With g = σ or g = 1, the term T (ck 1 + kz2 , kkz )g(ck 1 + kz2 ) is
smooth with bounded derivatives w.r.t. kz , and a standard stationary phase procedure
then yields the expression (15).
We conclude this section with the case where the Dirac delta is regularized.

5.4

The regularized case.

We only sketch the derivations here as the calculations are very similar to those of
Section 5.3. The first difference is in the definition of Jˆ︁1,x , that instead of (27) reads
now
∫︂
−iωT
ˆ︁
FEx(0) (T + δtv, kx , ky )e−iωδtv χ(v)dv.
J1,x (ω, kx , ky ) = ασ(ω)e
R
(1)

This leads to the following expression of FEz :
FEz(1) (t, kx , ky , z)
∫︂
αµ0 c2 k 2
FEx(0) (T + δtv, kx , ky )eiω(t−T −δtv) eiβ(ω,k)z T (ω, k)σ(ω)ω −1 χ(v)dvdω.
=−
4πkx
R2
Proceeding as in Section 5.3, and using the fact that χ̂ is real and even since so is χ, we
obtain the expressions given in Section 4.

6

Conclusion

We have studied in this work the time reversal of a plasmonic wave at the surface of
a conducting sheet. Solving Maxwell’s equations, we established the expression of the
associated point-spread-function. On the one hand, we showed that the latter does not
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offer the possibility to image the vertical position of the source, as can be expected,
and on the other that the resolution at which the horizontal location of the source can
be determined depends on the distance z0 of the source to the sheet: when z0 ≪ ℓ0 ,
where ℓ0 is the attenuation length of the sheet, the resolution is of order z0 , while
when z0 ≫ ℓ0 , it is of order ℓ0 . We also investigated the effects of the duration of the
instantanenous time mirror on the point-spread-function, and quantified the amount
of blurring introduced when the perturbation is not a Dirac delta. In addition to the
plasmonic wave, we studied the time-reversed scattered wave created by the mirror.
When z0 ≫ ℓ0 , the latter dominates over the plasmonic refocused wave and offers some
vertical resolution.
This work raises a few natural questions. At the mathematical level, the wellposedness of Maxwell’s system coupled to Drude’s equation with a Dirac-type Drude
weight remains to be done. Deriving uniform estimates in δt in the case of the regularized
delta is also of interest, and would justify rigorously the heuristic arguments we gave in
Section 3. Another question relates to control theory: we have seen that a refocusing
wave is created by an ITM; by using other types of perturbations, which wave patterns
can be generated? These questions will be investigated in future works.
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